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Elements of Condom-Use Decision Making among South African Men Who Have Sex with Men
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Abstract
South African men who have sex with men (MSM) are at increased risk for HIV infection, and male condoms are fundamental to HIV prevention programs. We explored condom use experiences through in-depth interviews with 34 South African MSM from Cape Town and Port Elizabeth. For data analysis, we generated a codebook and used the constant comparison method. Condom use reinforcing elements included use of alternative sexual strategies, having a high level of self-worth that was linked to protective behaviors, and use of ready-made condom negotiation scripts. Elements inhibiting condom use included perceiving substantial declines in sexual pleasure/performance, experiences of condom failure (possibly related to petroleum-based lubricant), and being in trusted relationships. Our findings suggest nuanced HIV prevention approaches such as bolstering condom negotiation skills based on successful tactics already in use. Further research is needed to address how to mitigate perceptions and experiences that condoms negatively impact sexual pleasure and performance.
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Introduction
Consistent with data from other low- and middle-income settings, sub-Saharan African men who have sex with men (MSM) are at increased risk of HIV infection relative to the general sub-Saharan African population\textsuperscript{1}. These increased risks are, in part, related to factors inherent in all MSM epidemics, such as biologic vulnerability linked to anal intercourse\textsuperscript{2} and increased prevalence of HIV infection in male sex partners\textsuperscript{3}. Additionally, a range of context-specific factors at individual, social, and structural levels also influence HIV transmission and acquisition risks.\textsuperscript{3} Male condoms are a key component of HIV prevention programs for MSM; the use of condoms decreases HIV transmission by approximately 78\% during anal sex between men.\textsuperscript{4} Behavioral change interventions may increase uptake; a recent meta-analysis found behavioral programs targeting increased condom use in the United States and Europe showed a 27\% average decrease in unprotected anal intercourse (UAI) among MSM.\textsuperscript{5} Yet a recent review found few instances of rigorous assessment of behavioral-based HIV intervention programs for MSM in lower- and middle-income settings.\textsuperscript{4} Additionally, HIV prevention programs aimed at MSM are rare relative to the national-level programs targeted at heterosexuals,\textsuperscript{6} including in South Africa.\textsuperscript{7}

Although nationally representative data regarding HIV prevalence among MSM in South Africa are not available, the
point HIV prevalence assessments from 3 studies in participants with a median age of less than 25 were 33% in Soweto (year of data collection: 2008, sample size \(n = 378\)), 50% in Johannesburg (year: 2008, \(n = 285\)), and 26% in Cape Town ([CT] year: 2009, \(n = 200\)). These estimates suggest high absolute HIV levels, and an increased HIV burden relative to the 5.1% national estimate for 20- to 24-year-old South African males (year: 2009).

A number of individual and dyadic factors have been found to be associated with UAI among South African MSM, including alcohol consumption\(^{12}\); having a stable, familiar, or trusted main partner\(^{13,14}\); self-efficacy in using and negotiating condoms\(^{15}\); and depression.\(^{15}\) These correlations are not unique to studies in South Africa, because each of these factors has also been associated with UAI outside of South African settings.\(^{16-21}\) These studies indicate that in South Africa, type of sexual partnership, the role of alcohol, condom skills, and mental health should be considered in condom promotion interventions. Yet more detailed information in these areas is needed to identify how, and in what manner, to seek change. For instance, how can programs best support condom use in main partnerships, tailor promotional messages regarding condoms to MSM, or improve condom negotiation skills.

Services and HIV prevention programs that have been tailored to South African MSM indicate promising potential, such as a pilot program among MSM from CT that provided information, condoms and water-based lubricant access to 98 participants.\(^{22}\) Other MSM-targeted HIV prevention programs in Eastern and sub-Saharan Africa also indicate promise. In Kenya, MSM sex workers who reported ever attending an MSM-friendly center or clinic were less likely to report UAI than their peers.\(^{23}\) In Senegal, men who had participated in at least one HIV prevention program targeting MSM (such as HIV testing and counseling) were also less likely to report UAI than their peers.\(^{24}\) Knowledge about HIV related to male–male sex, such as anal sex being a mode of HIV transmission, was also associated with higher levels of condom use for anal intercourse in studies from Eastern and sub-Saharan Africa, including one from South Africa.\(^{12,23,25}\) Together, these data indicate the importance of providing MSM-specific condom promotion elements for HIV prevention programs in South Africa.

The present qualitative study sought to explore how a group of South African MSM from CT and Port Elizabeth (PE) make decisions about using condoms with their male partners. In order to understand at a more granular level the factors that influence men’s choices to use or not use condoms, we qualitatively assessed successful strategies that men used to navigate condom-protected sex on a routine basis. We also attempted to identify instances of positive deviance, which are instances where individuals have an improved outcome in a given situation relative to others in their community.\(^{26}\) We sought to assess condom negotiation tactics in consideration of various relationships and physical environments in which sex takes place and to explore consistent condom use which is defined for this study as using condoms for all anal sex acts. Information generated from this study can be considered in developing HIV prevention programs in South Africa and would likely benefit the development of condom promotion messages tailored to South African MSM.

## Methods

### Ethics Statement

Ethical clearance to conduct the study was provided by the Emory Institutional Review Board and by ethical review boards at Desmond Tutu Healthcare Foundation and the Human Sciences Research Council. All participants provided written informed consent.

### Sample

The current study was part of a larger project aimed at developing a combination package of HIV prevention interventions for South African MSM from CT and PE. Sampling of MSM for the qualitative component of this research aimed to assess attitudes toward enhanced services and to explore sex frequency and partnership characteristics through activity-based assessments such as network maps. To ensure that we gained sufficient sample size for the variety of different assessments, we recruited a large sample, intending to use the full sample to inform quantitative analysis and to use a portion of the sample to inform qualitative assessment. The final total sample included 79 MSM in-depth interviews.

About half of the participants were recruited based on previously developed lists of MSM in the community gathered by collaborating community-based organizations (CBO). Of this group, participants from CT were affiliated with the Men’s Division of the Desmond Tutu HIV Foundation (a CBO offering MSM-specific services for health care and HIV prevention) and participants from PE were affiliated with Masiphume (a local CBO support group for lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender individuals). The other half of the participants were recruited through snowball sampling methods,\(^{27}\) which were used to increase and diversify the sample. Eligible participants were male at birth, reported anal sex with another man in the last 6 months, were aged 18 years or older, and were able to understand and respond to study questions in one of the following predominant languages of the study sites: English, Xhosa, or Afrikaans. Participants were contacted through phone calls and given a brief description of study procedures and aims. Interested men were invited to participate in face-to-face interviews scheduled at several private sites such as conveniently located local clinics and CBO offices.

Based on our sampling strategy, for the present analysis, we anticipated reaching data saturation prior to analyzing all 79 in-depth interviews. We therefore subsampled 34 interviews using a typical case purposive sampling strategy, seeking to understand the experiences of a broad cross-section of MSM.\(^{27}\) To obtain variation in the subsample that may be
reflective of major groups in the general population, we sampled across categories of race (white, coloured, and black), HIV status (self-reported negative and positive), and age (18-25 and >25). Following data analysis, we determined that we had reached saturation based on guidance from Charmaz, including assessment of depth of data between and within categories, and how further analysis illuminated theoretical categories.\(^\text{28}\)

**Procedures**

In early 2012, a series of in-depth interviews were conducted by 4 research assistant interviewers with extensive qualitative research experience. This group included 2 authors of this article, AdV and ZK. The interviewers used a semi-structured, in-depth interview guide that addressed domains of sexual identity, coming out experiences, sexual practices, HIV prevention experiences, community involvement, resilience, and social/sexual network visual diagramming exercises. For this study, we focused on interview sections regarding sexual practices and HIV prevention experiences but did not exclude informative data coming from other interview sections. Questions from these sections included items exploring condom use; for instance, men reporting condom use were asked, “Why did you (start/stop) using condoms with your current partner?” and “What kinds of challenges did condom use cause you?” For men who reported not using condoms, we explored past experiences and current reasons for not using condoms. Follow-up questions addressed the impacts of condom use across time, such as “How did condom use affect or change your relationship?” HIV prevention experiences were explored through questions about test seeking such as “What made you decide to get tested for HIV?” while HIV-protective behaviors were explored through items such as “Please describe the specific sexual experience that changed the way you viewed yourself.” Interviews were conducted in private, lasted an average of 90 minutes, were audiorecorded with permission, and were later transcribed for data analysis. All participants completed informed consent procedures and received 80 Rand (approximately US$10) for their time spent in the study and travel expenses.

**Data Analysis**

Because this study was exploratory, data analysis was based on the constant comparison method, drawing on grounded theory techniques.\(^\text{29}\) The inductive codebook underpinning the present analysis was developed based on the iterations of independent analysis among 3 coders, followed by consensus revisions. A code system, consisting of 66 different codes or subcodes, was established to categorize themes emerging from the data. Examples of codes include “condom hedonism,” which is defined as positive or negative beliefs regarding the intersection of condoms and pleasure, “condom rationales,” which is defined as reasons listed for use or nonuse of condoms, and other codes such as “petroleum-based lubricant” or “exchange sex.” Analyses based on codes, code definitions, and memos assessed emergent themes and theme intersections through conceptual mapping, a technique of developing visual images that locate concepts and direct movement between them.\(^\text{28}\)

**Results**

Descriptive analysis of demographics and other characteristics of 34 participants is detailed in Table 1. Based on our analysis of the qualitative data, the visual model of factors that influenced condom-use decisions (Figure 1) had the following 4 principal domains: (1) factors promoting condom use, (2) factors discouraging condom use, (3) partnership characteristics influencing condom-use decisions (Figure 1) had the following 4 principal domains: (1) factors promoting condom use, (2) factors discouraging condom use, (3) partnership characteristics affecting condom use, and (4) interpersonal factors.\(^\text{4}\) Within the first 2 domains, factors were found to fit into the classification of either behaviors or motivational beliefs. Each model component is explored subsequently, followed by assessment of how multiple factors coalesced within individuals to influence condom use. Demographic trend and differences between study sites were assessed for each factor and are noted, when present. Finally, we conclude with the discussion of implications for HIV prevention interventions and future research.

**Behaviors Promoting Condom Use**

*Ready-made condom negotiation scripts.* About 1 in 4 men applied prepared negotiation scripts to situations where they encountered barriers to condom use. The most common script was implemented with surprising homogeneity and brevity: “If there are no condoms, there’s no sex” (HIV-negative black, CT, 19 years). This script served not only as an internal heuristic supporting condom use but also as an effective method of negotiating condom use. Men who mentioned this specific script were all consistent condom users. Another participant used a standard negotiation script to convince his sex partners to use condoms:
Each and every time I have sex with guys, the only thing [is], we always negotiate about sex... “Do we like condom? Do we like oral or what? Do we like bareback?” If maybe he says “no I want bareback,” I say... “I don’t mind to do bareback, the only thing I’m not sure is our status. You don’t know me”... And then I say “No, we can use condoms”... (HIV-negative black, CT, 33 years)

Alternative sexual strategies. In situations where men did not have access to condoms or their partner refused condoms, about 1 in 8 men offered oral (most frequently) or other nonpenetrative sexual alternatives. One man described coping with a partner who disliked condoms:

Once [we had anal], and we did use a condom, but he doesn’t feel comfortable so... [now I am] just on top, without penetration. I just come on top of him... or sometimes he sucks my cock. (HIV-negative black, CT, 23 years)

Condom sourcing. Nearly 1 in 4 men had an expectation of which partner was responsible for providing condoms. This quarter was about evenly split between men who procured their own condoms and men who relied on their partners to procure them. Of men who provided condoms, all described either regularly carrying condoms in their pocket or having a stock of condoms at home. For some men, the hosting household had the responsibility to provide condoms, “I’m the one that always carry condoms because most of them, they used to come over to my place” (HIV-positive black, PE, 24 years).

Motivation Beliefs Promoting Condom Use

High level of self-worth linked to protective behavior. A few men, about 1 in 10, described positive internal valuations that were linked to self-protective logic and condom use. One participant, in a monogamous relationship, described protecting himself from HIV as “more relevant now because I’m older and I feel like I have more invested in my life. Like drunk driving, I shouldn’t be doing it” (HIV-negative coloured, CT, 24 years). At times, men’s positive self-valuations were more directly tied to the threat posed by HIV:

It’s like, I can’t risk my life. I see people, look, this HIV, it’s not a game. No, this is not like football game... People die like it’s nobody’s business. And I take my life serious. I love life. (HIV-negative black, CT, 23 years)

Condoms lessen pain of anal sex for receptive partners. A few primarily receptive condom users had positive beliefs regarding condoms, pleasure, and anal sex. Specifically, about 1 in 10...
men believed that condoms made dealing with pain “much better...[otherwise] it’s dry...you get cuts” (HIV-negative black, PE, 20 years). Men framed this discussion in terms of pain reduction, not mentioning the potential HIV prevention benefits of avoiding anal trauma. Decreased sensations of pain were often discussed in terms of the combination of condoms and lubricant as a unitary action. For one participant, avoiding pain was a sufficient motivation to both initiate and continue consistent condom use. Another respondent described his first anal sex as so painful that he abstained for a year afterward; only upon using condoms and lubricant did sex become pleasurable for him.

**Behaviors Discouraging Condom Use**

*Mixing alcohol and sex.* Many men (1 in 3) mentioned having sex while intoxicated. Some of these men succeeded in using condoms despite alcohol use, generally by employing strategies discussed earlier, such as having a prespecified expectation of which partner would procure condoms (condom sourcing). Yet most men mentioned alcohol, in tandem with other factors, as a reason for not having used condoms. For instance, one man explained, “I was drunk and...I had crush for almost a year. So, I got an opportunity to date him and...he had no condoms with him. So, we did it without a condom” (HIV-positive black, PE, 24 years). Another participant had a similar experience, “When we were like drinking...I would ask ‘Where you got the condoms,’ and ‘Come on! I don’t have them.’ Then we’re like, ‘OK fine.’ And then we do it” (HIV-negative black, PE, 24 years).

*Receptive partner cedes control of condom use.* Some men reported being consistently receptive for anal sex, usually across their partnerships. Being receptive was sometimes tied to power and decision-making dynamics, in which the decision to use condoms belonged to the insertive partners. One receptive man noted that he stopped trying to convince his insertive partners to use condoms, “because guys didn’t really want to use condoms” (HIV-negative coloured, CT, 50 years). In another case, an insertive participant described taking advantage of his partner’s flexibility: condom use, “depend(s) on the mood for me...[my partner] said it’s fine, and that it’s up to me” (HIV-negative black, PE, 26 years).

*Petroleum-based lubricant and condom failure.* Several men, about 1 in 6, discussed problems with condoms “bursting.” One man described numerous experiences with condom failure. “So it happened 3 times...the 4th time I didn’t offer him a condom, because I asked him, ‘What’s the point?’” (HIV-positive black, PE, 24 years). All the men in our sample who discussed condom failure were from PE and also reported using petroleum-based lubricants, such as Vaseline. Use of lubricant not compatible with condoms appears to be the probable cause of frequent condom failure, as a few participants concluded. For instance, one participant described how he and his partner had switched away from petroleum lubricants to a water-based lubricant to avoid the problem of condom breakage (HIV-negative white, PE, 31 years).

---

**Figure 1. Components of condom-use decisions.** Visual model of qualitative data from 34 participants in Cape Town and Port Elizabeth, South Africa, 2012.
Motivational Beliefs Discouraging Condom Use

Condoms decrease pleasure or negatively influence performance. In the discussion about condoms, 1 in 3 cited experiences with condoms that negatively impacted sex. Most described the primary limitation as reduction in pleasure, noting that sex without condoms gives a “better feel.” Instances where reduced pleasure was cited as a reason for condom nonuse were more common among older participants. Other problems with condom use included inhibition of particular sexual desires, such as wanting to “come without a condom” (HIV-negative coloured, CT, 44 years). When condoms were used, sexual performance issues concerned a few men, particularly regarding maintaining erection or reaching orgasm.

Nonaltruism of some HIV-positive men. A minority of men living with HIV in our sample, all from the PE site, reported not using condoms with partners of unknown HIV serostatus. PE is an area with lower availability of services for MSM. Those who did not use condoms with partners of unknown serostatus separated themselves from the responsibility to prevent HIV transmission, asserting that protecting the health of other men was not their responsibility. One man explained, “Why should I bother and think for someone else’s child?” (HIV-positive black, PE, 28 years). This group of men had largely uniform stances regarding disclosure, perceiving a norm of silence surrounding HIV and sex:

I’m reckless. . . . No one knows my status except [name] . . . in this continent, the issue of one’s status isn’t an issue. When I go to bed with a person, very seldom do you talk about condom use or that you talk about HIV status. It’s as if it doesn’t exist . . . over the past 10 years, there may be only 3 or 4 people who ask for a condom. (HIV-positive black, PE, 60 years)

Partnership Characteristics Promoting or Discouraging Condom Use

Condom use in known HIV serodiscordant relationships. About 1 in 8 men in our sample were HIV negative and aware of their partner’s HIV-positive serostatus. All of these men discussed using condoms when involved in these serodiscordant relationships, “When I went for HIV test, and I was negative, and [name] was positive . . . from there on I started using condoms” (HIV-negative coloured, CT, 44 years). Yet men who practiced this protective strategy often reported unprotected anal sex with other partners whose HIV status they did not know. For these men, confirmation of HIV-positive serostatus was the only factor sufficiently motivating to encourage consistent condom use.

Ceasing condom use in trusted relationships. About half of participants indicated, without prior prompting, that trusted relationships merited condom-free sex. Most described trust as a facet of either being in a monogamous relationship or having known their partner for a long period of time. The majority of men in trusted relationships, however, either demanded or yielded to their partner’s demands for unprotected sex despite the lack of up to date HIV tests. A few mentioned HIV testing, either together (couples testing) or at different times, using discussion of HIV test results as a component of trust building. In contrast, a number of men described how lack of trust/familiarity in their relationship was a motivation for condom use, “Sometimes if I didn’t see [name] all week . . . then I wanted to use condoms because I don’t know what he is doing when I don’t see him” (HIV-negative black, CT, 26 years). Another man noted, “It was the first time I had seen (this partner) around, so I suggested the condom” (HIV-negative black, PE, 22 years).

Interpersonal Factors

Supportive family context. Some participants, about 1 in 4, described their family as a source of encouragement and support to use condoms. For about half of these men, family encouragement of condom use was tied to the disclosure of their sexuality. One participant described such an interaction with his father. “He said that it’s OK if I’m gay. I must just use a condom” (HIV-negative white, PE, 30 years). For the other half, familial support was unrelated to disclosure of their sexuality. In one typical case, an older brother showed his younger sibling how to use condoms and then gave him a stock of condoms for future use (HIV-negative black, PE, 24 years).

Partner prefers condom use. About 1 in 3 men described a partner’s preference in favor of condom use as having a direct bearing on their condom decisions. Partner’s preference held surprising sway; in the entire sample, no men mentioned refusing sex due to a partner’s insistence on condom use, no matter how negative their beliefs were regarding condoms. Moreover, a number of men who reported using condoms inconsistently ascribed this to a specific partner’s demand for condoms. For instance, one man explained never using condoms except with a particular sexual partner because, “(he) insists that we must use condoms!” (HIV-positive black, CT, 43 years). Another participant described his condom usage as, “on very rare occasions,” and then proceeded to clarify, “that’s an issue that never came from me!” (HIV-positive black, PE, 60 years)

Three men in the sample received money and other goods in exchange for sex. Two of these men reported consistent condom use, refusing to have sex with clients who did not want to use condoms. One sex worker, however, was unable to negotiate condom use:

I am not OK with [not using condoms]. . . . When [the client] is going to say “I don’t have a condom” [or] “I know my status. I’m not HIV positive.” You can’t talk, just you keep quiet and you do your job. (HIV-negative black, CT, 25 years)

Findings Unified across Model Domains

Participants experienced difficulty in explaining inconsistent condom use. Nearly 1 in 7 men expressed a lack of understanding why
they did not use condoms in particular situations. One respondent, typical of this group, was asked about why he described using condoms in some situations and not others, and replied, “Honestly, I don’t know. It just happen, like, we don’t use a condom” (HIV-positive black, PE, 24 years). Another explained that, even within a given night, condom use might be inexplicably inconsistent: “I can’t really tell you ... because even if, let’s say if we are doing a first round, we use a condom. And then the second and the third round, we don’t use it” (HIV-negative black, PE, 22 years).

Conceptual model factors coalesce to influence condom use. When discussing previous use or nonuse of condoms, about 1 in 4 men had a single factor that dominated their decision making, while other men navigated multiple factors. The main single factors related to decision making were (1) perceiving that condoms substantially reduce pleasure and (2) being an HIV uninfected man with a partner living with HIV. Yet most men discussed multiple factors weighing on their decisions. One participant’s experience encompassed factors of (1) alcohol intake and sex, (2) condoms not systematically sourced, (3) pressure to not use condoms in trusted relationships, and (4) prepared negotiation scripts.

I remember my boyfriend was drunk one time so he came to my flat... Then he asked me to have sex with him. Then I said, “No, its fine, where is the condom?” He said he did not have a condom. “Come on [name]! Come on [name]! ... I am your boyfriend. How can you not trust me?” So he got angry. Then I said “If there’s no condom, then no sex.” (HIV-negative black, PE, 20 years)

This experience encompassed several factors that led some participants in our sample to have unprotected sex. Yet, like other men in the sample with the requisite negotiation skills and determination, this individual successfully negotiated condom use despite the challenges.

Discussion

Using a grounded theory approach, we found that condom use among MSM in 2 urban centers of South Africa was a function of behaviors, motivational beliefs, partnership characteristics, and interpersonal factors. Each component of our model has implications for the design of public health programs in South Africa. It is particularly important to develop tailored HIV prevention approaches for MSM in this setting, given that other research has found correlations between exposure to MSM-specific programming and decreased UAI.12,23,25,31

Previous research in South Africa has demonstrated that MSM with lower scores on condom self-efficacy scales are more likely to have unprotected anal sex.15 Results from the current study underscore the importance of components of self-efficacy scales, such as condom negotiation skills and confidence in being able to use condoms consistently. What this study adds is detail and richness on how to enact programs to best address self-efficacy. For instance, many factors found to promote condom use among this sample of MSM could be viewed as instances of positive deviance, where individuals implement uncommon strategies, allowing them to solve problems better than their peers facing similar environments.32 Because positive deviance solutions are community derived, they have the advantages of being culturally appropriate and sustainable. Behaviors such as the use of condom negotiation scripts, alternative sexual strategies, and condom sourcing arrangements are positive deviance subsets of self-efficacy that seem to be important as to how South African MSM decide to negotiate condom use.

Interventions may benefit from helping men to develop scripts similar to those successfully employed by their peers, such as the simple but widely cited “No condom, no sex” script. Such a script might also be useful for social marketing purposes. Programs that aim to promote self-efficacy might add components regarding negotiation of alternative sexual strategies if condoms are not desired by a partner, and how to arrange for condom sourcing with partners, based on strategies identified in our results. In particular, such skills could be incorporated into voluntary counseling and testing (VCT) or couples voluntary counseling and testing (CVCT) sessions. Motivational beliefs, such as a high level of self-worth linked to HIV prevention behaviors, can be used to bolster these behavioral strategies.

In assessing the occurrence of themes regarding condom use, we found little evidence of patterns by demographics we recorded, such as race, age, and HIV status. The lone trend we identified was that older men more frequently discussed problems with condoms reducing pleasure. Yet previous research has not found age to be associated with rates of unprotected anal sex.14,33 Nonetheless, future research into condom problems experienced by older MSM may be warranted.

Perceptions regarding condoms and reduced pleasure seem well situated for future intervention. For instance, negative beliefs about condoms and pleasure might be addressed by programming that eroticizes condoms and condom compatible lubricants by highlighting their ability to increase comfort for receptive partners. Additionally, development of new kinds of condoms through innovative materials, shapes, and/or sizes may be useful in addressing concerns regarding condom pleasure and the impact on sexual performance.

Previous research has established that trusted partnerships are associated with unprotected anal sex13,14 termed by one article as a “fallacy of intimacy,” which is similar to our findings regarding avoidance of condoms with trusted partners. Authors of one of these studies13 called for further exploration of trust and condom use. Our data indicate a wide diversity of trust interpretations and resulting protective actions for different couples. Some couples developed trust in a partnership and sought joint HIV testing, whereas other couples identified trust as a more fluid mix of physical proximity, emotional closeness, and familiarity. For these couples, HIV prevention strategies were often less defined, with less discussion of HIV testing. For both couple types, unprotected sex was common. Yet mathematical modeling estimates indicate that main partners may account for as much as two-thirds of HIV transmission among
US MSM, effectively debunking the assumption that sex with any regular and trusted partner is safe and does not require condoms. Future programming should assess the best ways to communicate to MSM couples the results of such modeling studies and how to link that information to HIV risk reduction plans.

Discussions on HIV risk reduction with couples, and the requisite testing and disclosure of HIV serostatus, are important areas for future intervention and research. In our model, serostatus discussion or assessed partner serostatus impacted several themes: condom use with known HIV-positive serostatus partners, nonaltruism of HIV-positive serostatus men, and ceasing condom use in trusted relationships. Across these themes, discussion of serostatus usually led to safer actions such as condom use or joint testing, whereas silence regarding serostatus more often led to unprotected sex. Future research is needed to further explore the serostatus discussions, particularly in how stigma in low-service access areas such as PE may impact such discussion. Research into discussion of serostatus and risk reduction is particularly timely, given the increasing availability of HIV prevention strategies such as MSM-tailored CVCT and pre- and postexposure chemoprophylaxis that should be considered in such discussions.

Some interpersonal factors, such as the composition of MSM wider social/economic networks, are difficult to shift with existing interventions. It is, however, encouraging that some men in our sample successfully negotiated condom use despite barriers such as power dynamics associated with sex work or unwilling partners. It is also notable, and perhaps an important message to provide to MSM, that no instances were reported where sex was refused due to a participant’s (or his partner’s) insistence on condom use. Simply put, men in this study did not report turning down sex or sexual alternatives when a partner insisted on safe sex. In contrast to other studies that indicated MSM frequently hold negative attitudes toward condoms, men who demanded safe sex rarely reported such negative attitudes from their partners. This finding indicates initial support for social marketing campaigns that promote protective relationships and condom use for MSM, such as the “I love my Boo” campaign in the United States, a strategy that might be applicable in South Africa based on our data regarding the importance of relationships in condom-use decisions.

This study has several limitations. The sample was recruited through CBO and contacts of MSM in 2 areas of South Africa, possibly giving additional emphasis to certain groups. For example, younger men comprised the majority of the sample. Of particular concern is that we may not have included men who do not access HIV prevention programs. For instance, of the 34 men interviewed for the study, only 1 reported currently having sex with women. Men who have sex with men, who are more hidden from such programs or who are not well networked, may have substantially different knowledge, perceptions, and life experiences related to condom use during anal sex that could yield useful information. A further study limitation, albeit an expected one, is that men focused on proximal factors when discussing their experiences. Environmental exposures, such as access to HIV prevention programs, social network factors, or experienced stigma, likely feed into the proximal components influencing condom use identified in our model, and our data did not allow for a full exploration of these relationships.

In conclusion, this qualitative study of MSM in 2 communities in South Africa presents a framework of factors influencing condom-use decision making. Future research should seek to incorporate a more formal understanding of the context of condom use into development of culturally appropriate behavioral interventions. Future HIV prevention programs may benefit from directly targeting key factors that influence condom use, allowing for development of more nuanced and effective HIV prevention messages.
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